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8 Seeding Versus Sodding
The accepted wisdom is that there are only two real factors in the decision whether to seed or sod: cost and how soon a field is needed. But, like so much accepted wisdom, those two considerations only scratch the surface of the matter.

12 Louisville EXPO-ses Itself
Each year, Louisville’s Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center exposes itself to close scrutiny during OPE Industries’ EXPO, one of the US’s top trade shows. Thanks to the talent and mutual respect of the team responsible for maintaining the grounds, the center stands up well to the exposure.

24 Are You Ready for Some Football?
Long before Hank Williams, Jr., sings out his season-opening Monday Night question, “Are You Ready for Some Football?” sports turf managers across the country lay the groundwork for a positive answer. Here’s a look at five high school managers who exemplify the intensity and commitment that go into a year-round job.

30 Safest Field on Any Budget
In an era of budget constraints, maintaining a safe field becomes a growing challenge. But it can be done, as Steve Wightman shows, if the sports turf manager sets priorities that can be realistically met.
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On the Cover:
The Denver Broncos, and their fields, get prepared for the upcoming season. Photo courtesy: Steve and Suz Trusty.